We give some lower bounds on the separations sep,( A, B), sepl A, B), and sep,( A, B). The bounds h s ow that the separation of two matrices A and B is closely related to the separation between the spectral sets of A and B, the structure of the Jordan canonical forms of A and B, and the departures from normality of A and B. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1997
The separation of two matrices was first introduced by Stewart in [4] , in which he succeeded in giving some perturbation bounds for invariant subspaces by using the separation of two matrices. Recent research on algebraic Riccati equations and Lyapunov equations has shown that the sensitivity of those equations is closely related to the separation of two matrices determined by the coefficient matrices of those equations (see [I] , 121, [3] , and 181 for the details). In fact, investigation of perturbation bounds of the solutions to those kinds of problems are frequently reduced to estimations of upper bounds for the solution X to the Sylvester matrix equation
AX-XB =C, (1.5)
where A E CnX", B E CmXm, and C E CnXm. If A(A) n A(B) = 0, then it follows from the definition (1.4) that
Therefore, it is very important to find some reasonable lower bounds for sep( A, B).
Sun has given some very nice lower bounds on sep,( A, B) in [6] and [7] . However, since the technique developed by Sun is closely related to the Kronecker product, the discussion of [6] is somewhat complicated, and only the lower bounds of the separation associated with Frobenius norm can be estimated by using that technique. Accordingly, in this paper we develop a new technique to estimate the lower bounds of the separation sep( A, B ). The new technique is independent of the Kronecker product. By combining this technique with the Jordan canonical decompositions and the Schur decompositions of A and B, we give some lower bounds for the separations sep, ( A, B) and sep,,,( A, B) as well as for the separation sep, ( A, B) . for any X E CnXm.
PRELIMINARY LEMMAS

Proof.
For any given X E CnXm, let X, = X, and define
Let XI' denote the (i, j) element of Xk. If we can prove that
for k = 1,2,. . . , m + n -1, then it follows that (9, Oq") m+n-l(X) = Xm+n_l = 0 (2.7)
at once, and so the lemma is established. By repeated application of (3.131, and applying Lemma 3.3, we obtain x = c' + q-1 0 Jl(@ + *a-+( q-1 0 q)"+"-"(q.
Taking norm on both sides of (3.141, we get (3.14)
IIXll, =G Ilc'll" + ll'9-l o ~ll,ll~ll + *** +Ilrp-' o ~IlIl+r2-211C'Il < (1 + llcp-' o @II, + *** +llp-' a JIIl='+r2-2)Il~-111yIICIl. REMARK 2. Similar lower bounds for sep,( A, 23) has been obtained by Sun [6] . However, the techniques for deriving the lower bounds are different: [6] uses the Kronecker product, whereas this paper is independent of the Kronecker product. Moreover, the obtained lower bound here for sep,( A, B) in the case of r, = us = 2 is sharper than that of [6] : the lower bound of [6] 
